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Larsen Syndrome with Cardiac Anomaly
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Larsen’s syndrome is a genetic disorder, first reported by Larsen in 1950 characterized by involvement of connective tissue, with varied manifestations. Since the fully expressed gene results in death of fetus or newborn, the syndrome is very rare. We report here a patient of Larsen’s syndrome who in addition to the classical features had mitral valve prolapse (MVP) leading to bacterial endocarditis.

Case Report

A ten-year-old boy was admitted for evaluation of fever, cough and breathlessness. He was born of a second degree consanguinous marriage. At birth he was noted to have hypermobile joints and bilateral clubfoot. The clubfeet were subjected to correction in infancy. His milestones were slightly delayed. All his family members were normal. He was 25th percentile of his height for age, had dolichocephaly, predominant forehead, hypertelorism, low nasal bridge, median cleft of the soft palate, anteriorly directed pinnae, pectus carinatum, hypermobility of the larger joints, bilateral subluxation of the knee joints, long cylindrical fingers with clubbing, short metacarpals, bilateral splayed feet and bilateral retractile testes. He had clinical features of MVP, left ventricular failure, and infective endocarditis. Echocardiogram showed MVP and mild aortic root dilatation. He was put on antibiotics, decongestives and supportive measures. He recovered in 6 weeks.

Discussion

Larsen et al.(1) recognized the syndrome consisting of multiple congenital dislocations of the knee and elbows, de-
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pressed nasal bridge, hypertelorism, prominent forehead, equinovarus or valgus, abnormal segmentation of the spine, and long cylindrical fingers. Three adults also have been described(2) and one of Larsen's patients had survived into adulthood(3). The characteristic facies and dislocation or subluxation of some nature are universal. Our patient had subluxation of both knee joints. Involvement of the knee is commonest followed by the hip. Involvement of the knee alone as seen in two patients(4). Equinovarus is also frequent and the splayed feet in our patient resulted from unsuccessful correction of clubfeet. The proband had long cylindrical fingers with clubbing and short metacarpals. The fingers were described variously as long and cylindrical(1), with short finger-nails and additional finger creases, short metacarpals(5), delta phalanx(6) and tapering or sausage shaped(7).

Our patient did not have vertebral anomalies. Various abnormalities have been described(4,5,6,8) including spinal instability leading to neurological damage and death(2). The bifid calcaneus was seen rarely, because of subsequent fusion as explained by Swensson(9).

Abnormal laxity of cartilage in early infancy, leading to respiratory difficulties and death were also described(8). This indicates abnormalities of the mesenchymal tissues of support. Myxomatous degeneration of the connective tissues supporting the mitral valve could have led to the floppy mitral valve in our patient. This has not been described previously. Swensson et al.(9) described a case with dilatation of the aortic root. The occurrence of such a condition was not surprising since the disorder is essentially one of connective tissues. The present case also showed mild aortic root dilatation along with MVP. The implication is that it is a generalized mesenchymal disorder.

Other less common findings are synostosis of the radius and ulna and occipitalisation of the atlas(2), supernumery teeth(4), hypoplasia of the humerus and fibula(5), hydrocephalus(6), pectus carinatum(9) and mental retardation(4). One patient of Curtis and Fisher and abnormal chromosome 45 x 0 mosaicism which according to them was responsible for short stature, cryptorhaphidism, and mild mental retardation(5). The physical features described by Curtis and Fisher(5) were present in our patient also, but the karyotype was normal.

Occurrence in siblings or other family members have been described(1,3,4,6,7,10). Habermann et al.(8) described it in 3 generations of a family and suggested a single gene autosomal dominant transmission. Autosomal recessive mode was also mentioned(3,10). Larsen et al.(1) originally concluded that it is not heritable. But one of their patients later had an affected child(3) suggesting an autosomal dominant transmission. Mc-Kusick(7) categorized it as autosomal recessive in 1972. Latta et al.(5) suggested autosomal recessive and autosomal dominant single gene disorder with variable expressivity. In our patient, a sporadic mutation like those of Larsen(1) and Habermann et al.(8) or an mutosomal dominant single gene theory with variable expression had to be thought of. The fully expressed gene results in a lethal effect on the fetus and the newborn. Hence the rarity of the condition. It may be recollected that respiratory distress occurred in several patients in the newborn period(2,5,8). The handicapping nature of the fully expressed syndrome would limit reproduction. Hence, most cases would represent fresh mutations.
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NOTES AND NEWS

PEDIATRICS & NEONATAL EMERGENCIES

The book provides clear guidelines for the diagnosis and management of various problems that constitute emergencies. Prompt recognition of emergencies along with their appropriate and adequate initial management is essential to save lives and prevent complications. In a number of situations the doctors cannot do very much and must send the patient to the casualty services of a hospital. One needs to be aware of such conditions. What not to do is also important. Emergencies in the newborn present very different and often unique problems that require special skills and proficiency for their recognition and management. A group of outstanding contributors have presented the various topics in an informative and lucid manner. The book has 58 chapters spread over 500 pages.

Pediatricians and physicians having first contact with emergencies in children as well as those responsible for the subsequent critical and intensive care will find this publication useful. It will be of particular interest for postgraduate students.

The book can be procured from “Indian Pediatrics” at a price of Rs. 150/- for soft cover or Rs. 175/- for hard cover. This price includes postal charges. The entire benefits from the sale of this book will go to the “Indian Pediatrics”. Demand drafts only, should be drawn in favour of Indian Pediatrics and mailed to the Editor.